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Welcome to the fourth issue of SAWMA Matters of 2013. It is hard to believe that we
are already approaching our annual symposium. With only 5 weeks to go this will be
the last formal newsletter before the event. We hope you will enjoy the stories and
updates and look forward to more news from you for the next issue. Keep up the great
work you are doing!
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We are pleased to announce that we have a full programme filled with a
good selection of presentations. The list of participants has grown to
almost 180.

African Indaba – June 2013
New roadkill mitigation
project proposed for the EWT
New paper - Conserving
Large Populations of Lions

The Early bird registration option has now expired: normal registration rates payable
since 1 August 2013 are: SAWMA members: R2530; non-SAWMA members: R2970;
students: R1650.
Only limited accommodation at Skukuza Restcamp is still available!

Paper: Hunting pushing
central African forests toward
ecological collapse
Great Ape Genetic Diversity
Catalog Frames Primate
Evolution and Future
Conservation
“The Poop Will Tell Us: Do
Elephants and Rhinos
Compete for Food?”
Locomotion dynamics of
hunting in wild cheetahs
„Elephants - A Way Forward‟

Contact for Registration and Accommodation: Jackey Deacon, Mpumalanga Promotion
Events: Tel: 082 447 1570 or e-mail : dot@mpu.co.za
General enquiries: Elma Marais, SAWMA secretariat: Tel: 021-5541297 or e-mail:
elma@mweb.co.za

THE PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME IS AVAILABLE ON THE
SYMPOSIUM PAGE OF THE SAWMA WEBSITE
Visit http://www.sawma.co.za/sym2013.html for more information and online registration.
More on the next page…
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Invited Theme Papers:

.

The state of global research on biodiversity in human-modified landscapes and a case study on herpetofauna
over a land-use gradient in coastal forest. Morgan Trimble (Conservation Ecology Research Unit, University of
Pretoria)
The state of South Africa‟s Important Bird Areas: A review of the threats, status and conservation responses in a
network of protected and unprotected sites. Daniel Marnewick (Birdlife South Africa)
Integrating biodiversity planning, management and protected area benefits through bioregional approaches in the
K2C biosphere. Marisa Coetzee (Association for Water and Rural Development, Hoedspruit)
Effective conservation of large herbivore biodiversity in Africa: the need for a general framework of functional
seasonal resources. Richard Fynn (Okavango Research Institute, University of Botswana)
Herbivore assemblage changes in semi-arid savannas under future scenarios of increased woody cover. Izak
Smit (South African National Parks, Kruger National Parks,Skukuza)

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS TO SAWMA MEMBERS:
SAWMA AGM - Call for agenda points
There will be an Annual General Meeting for SAWMA members during the SAWMA Symposium on 17
September. The minutes of the previous AGM is available on the SAWMA website
(www.sawma.co.za). Any new discussion points (accompanied by a short description) should be sent
to the SAWMA Secretariat) before 6 September 2013.

Call for inputs for a special report on SAWMA activities
SAWMA members are invited to contribute to a report on research and management activities during
2013 which will be presented at the symposium as highlights of the past year and to illustrate how
SAWMA members have made a difference in various fields.
Please use this opportunity to showcase your successes and submit your contributions to the SAWMA
secretariat by latest 6 September in the following format: (This will also be published on the SAWMA
website)



2-3 PowerPoint slides: first slide – your name/institution and logo with contact details (photo
included) and website. Second and third slides illustrating the research or management
activities involved.
Half a page (300-500 words) description of projects or activities: successes and challenges.

Sponsorship SAWMA Symposium
We are greatful for the following sponsors for their contributions to the symposium: Mike Gregor, CEO
of Elandsberg Farm, Graham Beck Wines, Centre for Wildlife Management (University Pretoria),
Global Supplies PTY and Bushnell.
We would however appreciate any other contributions, especially books for special prizes.
Any others interested to sponsor/contribute to the event, may contact the SAWMA secretariat:
Elma Marais (elma@mweb.co.za)
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South African Journal of Wildlife Research:
New editor for SAJWR
Prof. Mike Perrin recently indicated that he would like to step down as editor after this year.
We are pleased to announce that Dr. Daniel Parker, Senior Lecturer at the Department of
Zoology and Entomology, Rhodes University has been appointed to take over the
editorship. More detail will be published in the next issue.

First issue of Volume 43

Print ISSN: 0379-4369
Online ISSN: 0370-4369
Frequency: SemiAnnual

The first issue for Volume 43 should have reached all paid up SAWMA members who
indicated that they would be interested in receiving the hard copy. Online access can be
obtained by means of passwords supplied by the SAWMA Secretariat (only paying
SAWMA members).

Table of Contents

Lessons from management interventions: consequences for lion-buffalo interactions
1-11 | Tambling, Craig J. / Ferreira, Sam M. / Adendorff, John / Kerley, Graham I.H.
Diversity of bats in the Soutpansberg and Blouberg Mountains of northern South Africa: complementarity of acoustic and nonacoustic survey methods
12-26 | Taylor, Peter John / Sowler, Sandie / Schoeman, M. Corrie / Monadjem, Ara
Brown hyaena feeding ecology on Namibian farmlands
27-32 | Stein, Andrew B. / Fuller, Todd K. / Marker, Laurie L.
Stable carbon isotope analysis of the diets of West African bovids in Pendjari Biosphere Reserve, Northern Benin
33-43 | Djagoun, C.A.M.S. / Codron, D. / Sealy, J. / Mensah, G.A. / Sinsin, B.
Elephant (Loxodonta africana) demography and behaviour in the Tarangire-Manyara Ecosystem, Tanzania 44-51 | Kioko, John /
Zink, Emily / Sawdy, Maggie / Kiffner, Christian
Lead and cadmium levels in liver, kidney and muscle of harvested wild springbok (Antidorcus marsupialis) under extensive
management in southern and southeastern Namibia
52-60 | Magwedere, K. / Shimwino, J. / Hemberger, Y. / Hoffman, L.C. / Midzi, E.M. / Dziva, F.
Long-distance natal dispersal in leopard reveals potential for a three-country metapopulation
61-67 | Fattebert, Julien / Dickerson, Tristan / Balme, Guy / Slotow, Rob / Hunter, Luke
The diet and presence of African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) on private land in the Waterberg region, South Africa: short
communication
68-73 | Ramnanan, Rivona / Swanepoel, Lourens H. / Somers, Michael J.
African golden cats, citizen science, and serendipity : tapping the camera trap revolution: short communication
74-78 | Sheil, Douglas / Mugerwa, Badru / Fegraus, Eric H.
The gastrointestinal anatomy of the lesser bamboo lemur, Hapalemur griseus, with comments on digestive function: short
communication
79-83 | Perrin, Mike R.
Occurrence of vagrant leopard seals, Hydrurga leptonyx, along the South African coast: short communication
84-86 | Vinding, Katja / Christiansen, Michael / Hofmeyr, Greg J. / Chivell, Wilfred / McBride, Roy / Bester, Marthan N.
Phil Hockey : 8 March 1956 - 24 January 2013: obituary
87 | Little, Rob M. / Ryan, Peter G.
Human dimensions of wildlife management, Daniel J. Decker, Shawn J. Riley & William F. Siemer (Eds.): book review
88 | Mentis, Mike
Mating males: an evolutionary perspective on mammalian reproduction, Tim Glover: book review
88-89 | Perrin, Mike
Review: Essential readings in wildlife management and conservation, P.R. Krausman & B.D. Leopold (Eds.): book review
89-90 | Perrin, Mike
Between the tides: In search of sea turtles, George Hughes: book review
90 | Perrin, Mike

Call for papers
Papers on wildlife management and research in Africa, Arabia and Malagasy may be submitted for publication.
Submissions on applied management as well as review papers are also welcome. All submissions are reviewed by
at least 2 reviewers. To facilitate the publication of high quality articles the SAJWR has a team of eminent scientists
as Associate Editors who are assigned to manuscripts in their areas of specialization. Please visit
http://www.sawma.co.za/images/AuthorsGuide2012.pdf
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New SAWMA members
SAWMA membership is continuously growing. Latest additions are:
Munyai Nthabeliseni Meryling, Cape Nature, Hermanus

If you are not a LinkedIn
member yet, you might
consider joining this social
network for professionals.
Go
to
http://www.linkedin.com You post your professional
profile
qualifications,
experience, skills, etc. and the system links you
up with people in similar
fields of expertise and
interests. You can join join
various groups such as the
SAWMA group on LinkedIn
and share your news and
opinions
with
other
professionals in the field.
Once you have registered
yourself
on
LinkedIn,
search for the group,
Southern African Wildlife
Management Association
and join the group.

Carlos Lopes Pereira, Maputo, Mozambique
Rael Loon, “The Wilderness Way”, Hoedspruit
Gideon de Klerk, Consulting Ecologist, Polekwane
Su-Mari Swanepoel, lecturer at Centurion Academy

A warm welcome to you all!
SAWMA Membership
If you are receiving this newsletter and are interested to become a SAWMA member,
please visit www.sawma.co.za or contact the secretariat: elma@mweb.co.za
SAWMA welcomes all members with an active interest and involvement with research
and management of wildlife and natural resources.
Current members: If you have not paid your membership fees for 2013, you are kindly
reminded to pay your dues at your earliest convenience. Feel free to contact Elma Marais
(elma@mweb.co.za) for any membership enquiries.

Affiliation between
SAWMA and AWMS
SAWMA and the Australasian Wildlife
Management Association recently formed an
affiliation
to
further
communication,
cooperation and opportunities for professional
development for their members, and for
scientific management of wildlife in southern
Africa and Australasia. SAWMA members are
welcome to become members of AWMS and
vice versa. The aim is to provide opportunities
between the members of the two associations
to form networks and learn from wildlife
professionals in the other region.

Call for Abstracts is now OPEN!
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
Advances in reintroduction of Australiasian Fauna 1993-2013

Please see the AWMS Conference website for more
information or to submit your abstract!
Call for abstracts closes 31 August 2013.

Members of SAWMA may purchase AWMS
services and products (e.g., conference
registration and subscription to publications) at
standard discounted membership rates and
vice versa. Members of both organisations are
eligible to receive electronic communications
from the other (e.g., AWMS e-Newsletter).
This eligibility is not automatic and will require
activation by the individual member.

For membership enquiries of AWMAS contact: membership@awms.org.au;

General Enquiries: secretary@awms.org.au
Visit them at http://www.awms.org.au/
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Upcoming Events
2013 Symposium of contemporary conservation practice
DATE: 4-8 November 2013
VENUE: Fernhill Conference Centre, Howick, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Accommodation at Fernhill Hotel and Ezemvelo's Midmar Nature Reserve
For further information, please go to http://symposium.kznwildlife.com or contact the Secretariat at
symposium@kznwildlife.com

Biodiversity SA conference (2 – 6 Dec 2013) – University of Cape Town
THEMES: The themes for the conference are:
o Behavioural ecology
o Biodiversity assessment
o Conservation
o Estuaries
o Invertebrate ecology
o Marine biodiversity
o Plant-animal interactions o Plant ecology

o
o
o
o

Biosystematics
o Climate change
Evolutionary ecology o Freshwater systems
Palaeobiology
o Physiology
Vertebrate ecology

Please submit your Abstract online at http://www.biodiversitysa.uct.ac.za/ Closing date for abstracts has been
extended: 31st August 2013.
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„When the heat is on, the cheetah is cool‟
Press Release from Wits University, 30 July 2013
(http://www.wits.ac.za/newsroom/newsitems/201307/20806/news_item_20806.html)
Dr Robyn Hetem and her colleagues from the Brain Function Research Group at the University of the
Witwatersrand found that cheetah body temperature did not increase during the sprint while hunting. Their findings
have been published in a paper in the UK journal Biology Letters. (Robyn S. Hetem, Duncan Mitchell, Brenda A. de
Witt, Linda G. Fick, Leith C. R. Meyer, Shane K. Maloney, and Andrea Fuller
Cheetah do not abandon hunts because they overheat, Biol Lett 2013 9: 20130472)
For superb athletes, cheetah are surprisingly poor hunters with up to 60% of hunts ending in failure. In a race over
100m, a cheetah would beat Usain Bolt by 60 meters, and easily could outsprint any antelope. But they often give
up the sprint when within easy reach of their prey.
Forty years ago, Harvard researchers suggested that cheetah abandon hunts because they overheat. They ran
cheetah on a treadmill and found that cheetah stopped running when their body temperature reached 40.5°C.
Extending their finding to real hunts, the researchers concluded that cheetah could only sprint so far before getting
too hot to move. The problem was that the speed that the treadmill could reach was nowhere near that of a real
hunt.
So what happens in a real hunt? Answering that question had to wait until researchers could measure body
temperature of hunting cheetahs. Researchers from the Brain Function Research Group at Wits, working with
Professor Shane Maloney of the University of Western Australia, developed the technology needed.
“But that wasn‟t enough,” said Professor Andrea Fuller, the Group‟s Director. “We needed conservators who were
committed to advancing cheetah research.” The Group found those conservators at the AfriCat Foundation, based
at the Okonjima Nature Reserve in Namibia.
Veterinarians equipped six cheetah with body temperature and activity sensors. The researchers observed a
number of hunts and their data, just published in the UK journal Biology Letters, revealed that, contrary to initial
expectations, cheetah body temperature did not increase during the sprint.
Mysteriously, though, cheetah temperatures did rise after the sprint was finished, more so if the hunt had been
successful despite the cheetah sprinting just as hard when they got the prey as when they didn‟t. What were the
cheetah doing then? Typically the cheetah were resting nextto their prey. Because that rise started before the first
mouthful, eating could not have caused the mysterious late rise in body temperature.
The researchers propose that the stress of guarding the prey from more dominant carnivores, such as leopards,
may account for the increase in body temperature following successful hunts. Research veterinarian, Dr Leith
Meyer, confirmed that he has seen similar increases in antelope body temperature when they are stressed.
So cheetah do abandon hunts but not because they overheat, and a theory that had been in natural-history books
for forty years is a myth.
Also follow the write-up by National Geographic, following an interview with Robyn Hetem:
http://www.wits.ac.za/newsroom/newsitems/201307/20806/news_item_20806.html
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/07/130723-cheetah-running-overheating-hunting-animals-science/
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Some firsts, by the first, for the first...
(Article supplied by Dr Dave Grossman)
Wildlife managers often debate issues around, for example, extra-limital distribution of species on game ranches;
the selective breeding of commercially valuable genetic “oddities” such as golden gnu, black springbok; genetic
contamination; sustainability; high prices paid for selectively bred buffalo, sable etc., etc. Mindful of these issues, a
group of South Africa's first people, Bushmen (as they call themselves) have been implementing their own wildlife
management on land restored to them in the Northern Cape.
The !Khomani San, under the leadership of the late Dawid Kruiper, obtained some 25 000 ha of land in the
Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park, and some 36 000 ha of farmland to the south of the Park, as settlement of a land
claim in 1999. Renowned for their tracking skills, the current generation of Bushmen deal with the realities of
modernity in a commercial, business-oriented social and economic environment, whilst striving to ensure
maintenance and inter-generational transmission of knowledge, custom and tradition.
They have voluntarily developed a set of protocols to ensure that their rights to hunt, gather and conduct important
cultural/spiritual activities in the National Park are done in a manner that respects their traditions and values as well
as the conservation of biodiversity and maintenance of ecological processes. Younger members of the clan
accompany elders and healers on plant gathering trips in the Park, and record plant population densities, off-takes
and trends via GPS- linked cyber trackers. With the necessary technical support, the Bushmen thereby contribute
to ensuring sustainable harvesting of certain plants and animals to mutual benefit of their community and
SANParks (as the appointed custodian of public interest).
One of the farms, the 6 000 ha “Erin”, has been developed as a commercial game ranch. Entirely managed by
members of the community, the ranch has been fenced in accordance with the requirements for a Certificate of
Adequate Enclosure, and stocked with locally occurring species including oryx, springbok, red hartebeest and blue
wildebeest. The community explicitly chose not to include currently 'popular' (and high-value) genetic recessives
such as golden gnu, black or white springbok etc. Two water points, with an unused third as backup, are deemed
sufficient in this semi-arid region, and no supplementary feeding is provided. With a target market of ethical hunters
wishing to participate in an “authentic” Kalahari hunting experience, skilled trackers accompany each hunt and
share their lore and knowledge.
Each year, the people decide on hunt quotas based on counts (foot counts, supplemented by aerial, funds
permitting). Now in the third year of commercial operation, Erin, arguably South Africa's only game ranch owned
and managed by indigenous people, is already showing an annual operational profit.
Small, albeit important, successes in the Land Claim saga.

Blade Witbooi (ranger and nature
indicating food plants in the Kalahari

guide)

Isak Kruiper, hunting guide, with client after successful
hunt on Erin
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SNIPPETS AND MORE:

Rhino Issue Management Report published by the Department of Environmental Affairs
(extract from press release on 24 July by Department of Environment Affairs)
On 24 July the Department of Environmental Affairs released
the Rhino Issue Management (RIM) Report which emanated
from the national consultation process to facilitate a common
understanding of the key issues related to the protection and
conservation of South Africa‟s rhino population.
The Rhino Issue Management Process, headed by former
SANParks CEO Mr Mavuso Masimang, took place during 2012.
The report incorporates current thinking on sustainable rhino
conservation by acknowledged rhino specialists, ecologists and
a range of other experts.
It is important to note that integral to the RIM team‟s findings is
that there is no single solution to the rhino poaching scourge. \
The RIM report does, however, state that there is support to include commercial international trade in rhino horn as an integral
part of South Africa‟s comprehensive response strategy to address the continued illegal killing of rhinos.
This recommendation has formed part of the decision by the Cabinet that South Africa prepares and submits a rhino trade
proposal for consideration at the 17th Conference of Parties of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of Fauna and Flora (CITES) in 2016.
The decision to table the proposal to CITES COP17 is but one of the many interventions being undertaken by the government
to address the ongoing scourge of rhino poaching. All efforts to deal with the poaching crisis are not only aimed at protecting
the threatened species from extinction, but also at securing the country‟s national security – threatened by incursions by armed
poachers – as well as part of our natural heritage and the future of the country‟s tourism industry.
Download the report at:
https://www.environment.gov.za/sites/default/files/docs/rhinoissue_managementreport.pdf

African Indaba – June 2013 Issue
Download the June edition of African Indaba to read some further views on the wildlife, ivory and rhino horn trade:
http://www.africanindaba.co.za/Archive13/AfricanIndabaVol11-3.pdf

August 26th - 30th, 2013
(Presented by the International Elephant Foundation and the International Rhino Foundation. Hosted by the Pittsburgh Zoo &
PPG Aquarium)
The pressures on wild populations of elephants and rhinos are increasing at an alarming rate. Poachers are killing elephants
and rhinos at levels never seen before. Wildlife habitat continues to disappear while human-wildlife conflict increases. Breakthrough scientific investigation in disease, nutrition, behavior and reproduction of elephants and rhinos in human care,
ambassadors for their species, is contributing to the future survival of wild populations.
We invite elephant and rhino conservationists and researchers from around the world to present conservation projects and
research results on field conservation, conflict mitigation, management, health, disease, nutrition, reproduction and behavior at
our third joint International Elephant and Rhino Conservation and Research Symposium.
Come join us, meet your peers from around the world, share your experiences and best practices, make new friends and
develop new professional associations.
Visit Pittsburghzoo.org to register or IRF for more information.
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New roadkill mitigation project proposed for the EWT
To assess a known mitigation measure for effectiveness in reducing wildlife mortality on roads in the Greater Mapungubwe
Transfrontier Conservation Area, northern Limpopo.
South Africa has a legal and moral responsibility to conserve its biodiversity, especially species which are of conservation
concern. Mitigation measures have been prompted mainly by the human-safety issue posed by animal-vehicle-collisions rather
than the effects on wildlife. A variety of mitigation measures have been proposed globally to reduce the impact of roads on
wildlife. However, none are actively practiced in South Africa and many successful global mitigation measures are taxon
specific. Many mitigation monitoring studies have examined before and after figures for roadkill rates, but little data are
available that examine wildlife crossing structures and their use as an effective mitigation strategy for preventing roadkill.
Read the full article at:
http://endangeredwildlifetrust.wordpress.com/2013/07/19/new-roadkill-mitigation-project-proposed-for-the-ewt/

New paper - Conserving Large Populations of Lions - the Argument for Fences has Holes
(2013) (Creel S et al. Ecology Letters )
Packer et al. reported that fenced lion populations attain densities closer to carrying capacity than unfenced populations.
However, fenced populations are often maintained above carrying capacity, and most are small. Many more lions are
conserved per dollar invested in unfenced ecosystems, which avoid the ecological and economic costs of fencing. To access
the full paper, see http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ele.12145/full.

Hunting pushing central African forests toward ecological collapse
Scientists from the Universities of Stirling, Oxford, Queensland and the Wildlife Conservation Society warn that current hunting
trends in Central African forests could result in complete ecological collapse. The authors maintain that the current rate of
unsustainable hunting of forest elephants, gorillas and other seed-dispersing species threatens the ability of forest ecosystems
to regenerate, and that landscape-wide hunting management plans are needed to avoid an environmental catastrophe.
To access the article go to:
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/368/1625/20120303.abstract?sid=f159717b-250b-4acc-984b-6ace9567b9ca

“The Poop Will Tell Us: Do Elephants and Rhinos Compete for Food?”
A recent study of the two animals in Addo Elephant National Park, called “Shift in Black Rhinoceros Diet in the Presence of
Elephant: Evidence for Competition?” suggests the answer is yes. Read this article recently published in PLoS ONE 8(7) by
Landman M, Schoeman DS, & Kerley GIH. To access it, go to:http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3714249/

Great Ape Genetic Diversity Catalog Frames Primate Evolution and Future Conservation:
A model of great ape history during the past 15 million years has been fashioned through the study of genetic variation in a
large panel of humans, chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans. The catalog of great ape genetic diversity, the most
comprehensive ever, elucidates the evolution and population histories of great apes from Africa and Indonesia. The resource
will likely also aid in current and future conservation efforts which strive to preserve natural genetic diversity in populations.
Read more at:
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/07/130703140519.htm?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campai
gn=Feed%3A+sciencedaily%2Fplants_animals%2Fnature+%28ScienceDaily%3A+Plants+%26+Animals+News+--+Nature%29

Locomotion dynamics of hunting in wild cheetahs
An article by Botswana Predator Conservation Trust has recently been published in the journal Nature on the locomotion
dynamics of hunting wild cheetahs. „Exciting new technology developed by Prof. Alan Wilson's Structure and Motion
Laboratory has allowed them to collect data on wild cheetah never before recorded. Results of this study confirm that cheetah
are still the fastest land mammal, but surprisingly the data show that their success as predators owes more to their
maneuverability.
Read more at http://www.nature.com/news/speed-test-for-wild-cheetahs-1.13179
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"Elephants - A Way Forward," is collaboration between IFAW and the Conservation Ecology Research Unit of the
University of Pretoria.
The International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) has been working with the Conservation Ecology Research Unit
(CERU) of the University of Pretoria (UP) for over a decade. In a new venture between CERU and IFAW,
Professor Rudi van Aarde and his team have documented just how far we have come in furthering our
understanding of elephant dynamics in southern Africa.
View the document at: http://issuu.com/ifaw/docs/a_way_forward_ceru-ifaw/64?e=7016602/3877688

A visitor to the Kruger National Park, Leneé Malan,
recently photographed this Impala with a strange hornlike growth. If you have an explanation for this unusual
phenomenon, please let us know!

Southern African
Wildlife Management
Association
PO Box 217
Bloubergstrand 7436
PHONE:
+27 -21-5541297
FAX:
0866729882
E-MAIL:
elma@mweb.co.za
www.sawma.co.za

Please note that any view or opinion expressed in this newsletter may not necessarily be
that of SAWMA or the SAWMA management.
If you would like to share your news with other SAWMA members, please forward it to the
following email address: elma@mweb.co.za
Warm regards until next time,
Elma Marais
(Newsletter Editor - SAWMA)

official sponsor of the SAWMA computer

